
Stylistic Techniques

Dress-Ups

1. who-which clause

3. because clause

4.

5.

6.

strong verb

quality adjectives

when, while, where,
as, since, if, although clause

Advanced: dual adverbs, verbs, and adjectives; noun clause;
adverbial or adjectival "teeter-totters"

Minimum Rule: Each one in every paragraph
underline (only six)Indicator:

II. Sentence Openers

O subject
O prepositional
O "If' word
O "in€',

O clausal ,
O vss (2-5 words)
Advanced:
O "ed"

Minimum Rule• Each one in every paragraph as possible,

Indicator:

Ill. Decorations

1. question
2. conversation

3. 3sss

no more than two of the same in a row.
Number in margin (every sentence)

4. dramatic opening-closing

5. simile-metaphor
6. alliteration

Minimum Rule: One different decoration per paragraph, four per story
Indicator: Dotted underline or "dec." in margin

IVO Sentence Styles (Triple Extensions)

1. word repetition
2. phrase & clausal repetition
3. repeating "ings," consecutive or spaced

4. repeating 'tys," consecutive or spaced

5. repeating adjectives or nouns
6. repeating verbs, consecutive or spaced

Minimum Rule: One different style per paragraph
Indicator- The word "triple" in margin
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Examples of Sentence Openers:

O subject
The tortoise felt confident and challenged the hare to a race.

One cloudy morning, a powerful lion meandered through the woods.

However, he Vas a quaint little man with a queer green suit.

O prepositional (use wall chart or preposition list)
In a flurry, the shocked hare dashed toward the finish line.

Up above the village, Peter sat and wondered how to relieve his boredom.
Since last year, killer bees have been found as far north as Arizona,

O ('fly" adverb lists are provided on page 21 and page A-0.)

Calmly the triumphant tortoise placed his foot over the finish line,

O "ing",
Shrieking with fear, Peter scrambled to evade the rabid wolf.

@ clausal, (when, while, where, since, as, if, although, because)
Although she was hungry, vanity overcame her and she began to sing.

Since the tortoise knew the hare to be lazy, he boldly made a challenge.

Because killer bees are hard to contain, danger is rapidly increasing.

If you use a variety of sentence openers, your writing will improve,

O VSS (very short sentence = 5 words or less)
"Thiefl" he screeched.

Call me Ishmael. (Moby-Dick)

The lion bellowed and thundered.

0 6 'ed" (Advanced)
Deceived by the cunning fox, the narcissistic crow began her song.

Notes on sentence openers:

Opportunities for teaching grammar in context will arise. Occasionally, children find a way to
use a word ending with 'Ling" that is not actually used in a participle as the example indi-

cates (i.e., "Singing was her greatest joy." ) Although in this case "singing" is technically a
subject opener, we suggest that younger children be allowed to use these "ing" openers, since
the requirement is simply 'begin the sentence with an 'ing' word." For older students, such
an example would make an appropriate grammar lesson. A similar situation can occur with
the few words which end in "ly" but are actually adjectives, not adverbs (e.g. early, comely,
lovely, etc.) The nature of an adverb (a word which mödifies a verb or an adjective) can be
discussed at an appropriate time. Confusion may also occur over a word such as "since,"
which can be used both as a preposition and as a clausal starter. Depending on age and
ability, grammar can be taught in the context of théhgtyle checklist.
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E,Xamples of Decorations:

1. question

Where lurked the real wolf?

Who can give law to lovers? (Boethius, trans.)

2. conversation/quotatiyon

'CWhy won't they believe me?' Peter screamed in despair.

"Time to come home," rumbled the mother elephant in infrasound.

As Mark Twain noted, "History may not repeat itself but it sure does rhyme."

3. 3sss (Three Short Staccato Sentences)

4:3:2 Killer bees invaded America. Viciously they attacked. Humans suffered.

3:3:3 Savage bees attacked. Violently they killed. Nobody was spared.

2:2:2 Bees invaded, They marauded. Humans perished.

Other possible 3sss patterns: 5:4:3, 5:5:5, 4:4:4

Always use descending patterns. (Avoid 2:3:4 or 3:4:5 patterns. Increasing
patterns have less impact.)

4. dramatic opening closing
A short dramatic sentence (vss) before the topic sentence, combined with
another dramatic vss after the clincher sentence.

Hungry flames roared. (opening)
The farm lay in ashes. (closing)

Peter sighed. (opening)

Peter had än idea. (closing)
Killer bees invaded. (opening)

The nightmare had begun. (closing)

5. simile/metaphor (see wall chart examples on p. 20)
A simile compares one thing to something else.
A metaphor says something is something else and clearly cannot be true.

6, alliteration

Two or more words (preferably three) beginning with the same letter or letter
blend sound. Alliteratives may be separated by conjunctions or articles, short
pronouns or prepositions.

big, beautiful butterflies.. .

. crass, crude and crafty...
clumsily he clawed and clambered up the cliff...

Advanced; dramatic opening and closing paragraphs (see Webster text, p. 222)

Iote regarding decorations:

us it is natural for children to play with new toys, writing students will often "overuse" a
ew style technique for a. period of time. This is to be expected. Even if it is cumbersome,
r 'leeway, Ifthe "oyeruse" does not wane over time, you may eventually intervene. But

a while.
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